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About This Game

A local splitscreen multiplayer first person shooter. This is the prototype for what's to come. All the best parts of your favorites,
in one package! Nostalgia fueled graphics and gameplay collide in perfect timing with current technology to bring back that

irreplaceable feeling of a game night on the couch with friends, straight to your face!
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Title: Couch Party Game Night
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Dan H
Publisher:
Dan H
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP, 32Bit

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 128 MB available space

Sound Card: 16 Bit, 44100 Hz

English
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A great game seeing as though it was made by one person. That's crazy! This game is super fun! Reminds me of Goldeneye. I
can see the potential this game can have down the road with future updates. I can't wait to see how the game evolves and am
excited for when online is implemented. P.S. Shooting the UFO is fun too, btw.. - Controls are buggy (can't stop moving even
when I'm not touching the controller).
- Ability to shoot breaks seemingly randomly (seems to happen when it tries and fails to do a bullet cutscene?).
- Even just setting up your controls is a chore (it's done outside the game itself).

This was all with a 1st party xboxone controller. I even tried it with a different controller just to make sure the controller itself
wasn't broken.
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Update 17: Military Guns:
- Military Guns set (auto, pistol, rifle)
- Laser Tag tracers now glow with shots
+ many other changes I forgot about. Update 7: Fixes + Video:
- camera stays active while heads fly off
- option to toggle off headcams if dizzy which
will show a static overhead camera instead
- many bug fixes and stability tweaks

Updates 7 video.. Update 9: Map Button and More:
- fixed "floating muzzle flash" glitch
- fixed formatting issue in scoreboards
- fixed other ballCams on in fullscreen
- cleaned up temporary texts on models
- added a few more objects to randoms
- added button for generating new maps
- added protection against spawn campers
- updated in-game product placements

Spyder
Logitech
Myzery
High Impact Flix
Kevin Kangas
Minds. Update 15: Maps & More:
- added Predator Mode (3 vs 1)
- fixed random bullet ricochets
- added zoom to Laser Tag guns
- improved LT enviro lighting
- option to choose time of day
- cleaner sharper crosshairs
- added scoped flash overlays
- 2 new map location types. Update 14: Teams Mode:
- 2v2 Mode (points, colors, and spawn sharing)
- changed how options are displayed in main menu
- adjusted LT sound to be a little less punchy
- video frame capture rate now uses FPS Limiter
- fixed UFO casting giant shadows onto the map
- fixed LT shots sometimes passing through players
- scoreboard now tracks / shows your longest shot. Update 16: SOP and Ghost Town:
- added Spawn On Pos of partner in Teams Mode
- fixed sun lighting on gun models not showing
- added foliage randomization test as flowers
- new random map type / location "Ghost Town"
- plus many other misc adjustments / changes. 2nd Update - reloading and sounds:
- adjusted controller deadzones and sensitivities which should fix "drifting" issues
- numpad keys now control the games volume: 0 . 1 2 3 (zero max 25% 50% 75%)
- replaced walking and jumping sounds with more subtle and softer recordings
- running out of ammo now causes you to lose 1 point and restocks your gun
- updated the game's manual (on website) to help with configuring controllers

Reloading will work differently in Death Match games. This method is only for Paintball.
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